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Abstract

The 2006–09 US housing crisis had scarring local effects. For a given county, a housing shock generating
a 10% reduction in housing wealth from 2006 through 2009 led to a 4.4% decline in employment by 2018
and a commensurate decline in value added. This persistent local effect occurred despite the shock having
no significant impact on labor productivity. The local labor market adjustment to the housing shock was
particularly costly: local wages did not respond, and long-run convergence in the local labor market slack
instead took place entirely through population losses in affected regions. Moreover, the 2002–06 housing
boom does not generate significant employment gains, indicating that the employment losses relative to
2006 are also losses relative to the counterfactual case in which there was no housing cycle.
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1. Introduction1

Can a temporary macroeconomic shock cast a long shadow even if it does not directly destroy capital2

or affect labor productivity? The housing crisis of 2006–09 suggests that this may be the case as, by many3

measures, the US economy appears to have taken very long to recover from it (Coibion et al., 2017).1 As4

pointed out by Fernald et al. (2017), however, it can be hard to disentangle the effects of a one-time shock5

from underlying trends. Identifying persistent responses to the crisis, and shedding light on the mechanisms6

that may underlie them, can help inform targeted policies to mitigate the long-term impact of large shocks.7

For instance, as the world economy shuts down in response to a pandemic, policymakers need to worry8

about its aftermath. To the extent that much of the economic effect of the pandemic is through a severe9

but temporary reduction in demand for certain goods and services, some of its long-term impacts might10

resemble the ones observed after the 2006–09 housing crisis.11

This paper provides causal evidence for very persistent local impact of the housing cycle in the US. In12

addition, we show that its local effect was highly asymmetric, with little local output or employment effect13
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in the boom phase but persistent employment, output, and population losses during the bust. Its impact14

on the downturn appears to operate through the demand side since there are no significant changes in labor15

productivity and only temporary effects on measures of labor market slack. Moreover, the shock did not have16

such a durable impact on house prices and household leverage, lending credence to its temporary nature.17

Regarding the labor market adjustment to these scarring effects on employment, we find no role for wage18

adjustment. In particular, although wages rose marginally with the housing boom, they did not react at all19

to the housing bust, implying a potential role for downward wage rigidity. Together, those findings imply20

that regional labor market adjustment took place entirely through population movements, for which we21

provide direct evidence. While the observation of permanent population movements leading to adjustment22

in slack is consistent with classic findings by Blanchard and Katz (1992) for unidentified local shocks, the23

lack of local wage reactions and asymmetries in labor market adjustment between boom and bust phases24

are novel findings that are specific to the identified housing shock.25

Our analysis starts by documenting some general patterns: US counties with a more substantial housing26

decline during 2006–09 had a lower level of employment and output in 2018 relative to the pre-2002 trend.27

Critically, the divergence is a post-crisis phenomenon, with different locations behaving similarly in the boom28

years. The housing bust, therefore, plays a unique role in driving regional differences in employment and29

output. These permanent changes occur even though regional gaps in house prices and household leverage30

converge back to pre-boom baseline.31

A formal econometric exercise at the county level follows to provide a causal interpretation of these32

patterns. We regress changes, over different horizons, in variables such as employment and wages on changes33

in housing net worth from 2006–09. A natural problem with such regressions is omitted variable bias: both34

housing net worth and other economic outcomes may have been caused by the same non-housing shock.35

To deal with this issue, first, the specification is saturated with a rich set of controls to absorb location-36

specific effects of other shocks. Those include, among others, state fixed effects, local industrial composition,37

and local sensitivity to macro-shocks as measured by a factor model and identified aggregate shocks. Further38

controls are included to account for heterogeneous local ex-ante trends.39

Given those controls, two instruments are then used for identification. The first instrumental variable40

(IV) is the Saiz (2010) housing supply elasticity, used to further eliminate the role of local shocks that may41

simultaneously affect local outcomes and housing wealth. While the Saiz (2010) instrument is by now an42

“industry standard,”2 extra care is taken in precisely showing conditions for it to be valid in our application43

and various controls for determinants of local demand for land are added, which, as pointed out by Davidoff44

(2016), could conceivably invalidate the instrument. Our analysis thus addresses existing criticism of the45

instrument and shows that the results are robust to a wide range of stringent controls. A remaining issue is46

that with such stringent controls, standard diagnostics suggest that the Saiz (2010) instrument is potentially47

weak. Weak IV robust inference is therefore used throughout the paper.48

As a second instrument, we use orthogonalized residuals to county-level house prices from 2002–05,49

obtained from a panel-VAR estimated using data from 1975–2006. In particular, by eliminating the variation50

in house prices that would be predicted by observable variables, such as employment (both total and in the51

construction sector), earnings, population, and wages, the goal is to isolate non-fundamental variation in52

house prices. One potential problem with this instrument is that such non-fundamental variation may be53

hard to disentangle from news that becomes capitalized in house prices. This problem is addressed, at least54

in part, by using construction employment and wages as conditioning variables, since those are also likely to55

react strongly to news that increases house prices. Moreover, fortunately, this source of bias is orthogonal56

to the Saiz (2010) instrument, which is based on local characteristics determined ex-ante. Since the sources57

of bias in the two instruments are unlikely to be correlated, it implies that their validity can be assessed58

through a test of overidentifying restrictions.59

Impulse responses to the identified 2006–09 US county-level housing shock are estimated by adapting60

Jordà’s (2005) local projection to a cross-sectional context. Results show that the initial 2006–09 housing61

2Apart from Mian et al. (2013) and Mian and Sufi (2014), the instrument has been used recently to gauge the effects of the
housing cycle by Stroebel and Vavra (2014) and Davis and Haltiwanger (2019).
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shock has contractionary effects on employment and output as far out as 2018. In particular, at the county62

level, a housing shock that generates a 10% reduction in housing-wealth from 2006–09 leads to a 4.4% drop63

in employment in 2018 compared with 2006. There is also a commensurate drop in output. Moreover, there64

are no significant employment gains during the 2002–06 boom period, indicating that the employment losses65

relative to 2006 are also losses relative to the counterfactual case in which there was no housing cycle. This66

shows clearly the asymmetric nature of the housing shock. Those long-lasting local effects occur in spite of67

the fact that the shock is associated with a boom-bust cycle in house prices and household leverage that is68

finalized by 2014.69

We next find that a regional slack measure, the employment-to-population ratio, returns to its pre-crisis70

(2002–04) average around 2014. Moreover, this convergence in slack occurs during a period in which the71

effects on employment continue to be high and significant. It follows that the convergence in regional slack72

happens because of slow population adjustment as workers move out of hard-hit areas. We indeed show73

direct evidence for such smooth population losses over time.74

These findings on long-lasting effects on employment and output combined with more transient effects on75

regional slack raise the critical question of what happens to wages. Again, there is evidence for asymmetric76

effects. While the housing shock appears to lift wages marginally in the boom phase, there is no evidence77

of wage contraction in the bust. Identifying the housing shock is essential for this result, as OLS estimates78

would imply wage declines. The difference emerges because our IV procedure isolates the impact of the79

housing shock from that of productivity shocks, which are well-known to drive a positive co-movement80

between wages and employment or output.81

We additionally show that with our identified shock, there are no significant short- or long-run effects82

on labor productivity, which complement our wage results. Moreover, like with wages, OLS estimates again83

show an effect on productivity, providing further evidence on the importance of separating out the housing84

shock from productivity shocks. Those results, in turn, imply that evidence on wage rigidity and, more85

generally, Phillips curve coefficients based on regional data, depend on the nature of the shock and should86

be interpreted with care even if they exploit a massive shock such as the 2006–09 housing crisis.387

Next, we investigate sectoral effects and show that the housing bust has a widespread effect across sectors88

that goes beyond those in construction. Revisiting Mian and Sufi’s (2014) results regarding employment89

effects on non-tradables, it is shown that those are indeed significant in the short run as in their paper, and90

additionally, they continue to be significant in later years. This lends credence to the interpretation of the91

housing shock as a demand shock. In addition, there is some evidence for short- and long-run effects on the92

high-skilled services sector as well.493

Our results have implications for optimal currency areas as they highlight that local adjustment to94

asymmetric demand shocks in the US took place through labor mobility over several years rather than95

through wage movements. Therefore, even for the US economy, local adjustment to temporary asymmetric96

shocks can involve very long-lasting and costly changes.97

Our paper connects to the literature on the local dynamic responses to shocks, building on seminal work98

by Blanchard and Katz (1992) and Davis et al. (1997). A recent application of their methodology to the99

Great Recession is in Yagan (2019). We add to that work by explicitly isolating the effects of the housing100

shock from other sources of local variation. In effect, in our second IV approach, our local house price shock101

is, by construction, uncorrelated with all shocks driving innovations to local employment. We find that, it is102

only when isolating the effect of the housing crisis from productivity shocks that the lack of local wage and103

productivity adjustment in response to the housing crisis can be uncovered. More broadly, the local scars of104

the housing crisis that are established echo findings that changes in trade tariffs have very persistent effects105

in local labor markets (Dix-Carneiro and Kovak, 2017), and that differences in local economic conditions106

are very persistent (Amior and Manning, 2018).107

3For example, Beraja et al. (2019) also explore cross-sectional variation after the crisis and present results on wage adjustment
but do not separate the housing shock from other local shocks.

4Generally, in our results, the employment responses are mirrored in sectoral output responses and that the employment
results for the high-skilled services sector are noisier compared with output results. Moreover, other than in construction, the
lack of downward adjustment in wages following the housing crash is a general phenomenon across sectors.
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Recent empirical work in macroeconomics has frequently exploited regional variation to understand the108

labor market impact of the housing cycle. Crucially, Mian and Sufi (2014) in a seminal paper show the short-109

run effects of the housing crash on labor markets due to lower household demand. Papers following their110

study have focused, for the most part, on similar short-run dynamics. For instance, Gertler and Gilchrist111

(2018) examine the effect of housing shocks on local employment over two and a half years, Gilchrist et al.112

(2018) examine asymmetries in the two-year impact of house price fluctuations in boom and bust phases,113

and Guren et al. (2018) show how the one-year reaction of retail employment to house prices has changed114

over time. A similar focus on short-run variation also underlies estimates based on structural or quantitative115

models, such as Jones et al. (2018) and Beraja et al. (2019). In comparison, our paper directly estimates the116

dynamics of multiple local economic variables over the almost 20 years encompassing the housing boom-bust117

cycle and its aftermath.118

The need for such a holistic view of the housing cycle, that is, a joint examination of both the housing119

boom and bust phases, is proposed by Charles et al. (2018). In particular, they find a symmetric movement120

of employment-to-population ratios between boom and bust, with labor market slack measured in that way121

converging back to its pre-housing boom levels by 2011. We add to their work by examining a wider range122

of variables over a longer time period, finding that effects on employment, output, population, and wages123

are, in fact, asymmetric over the housing cycle.5 Those, in turn, lead to local scarring effects on employment124

and output, lasting for more than ten years after the pre-crisis peak. We then uncover a mechanism for the125

convergence in employment-to-population ratios: it occurs through population losses in the most-affected126

regions during the housing crisis.127

Finally, from a methodological standpoint, our results highlight a key difference between local and128

aggregate elasticities and economies. Because of population movements, demand shocks can have persistent129

effects on aggregate slack even if that linkage is not apparent in regional data.6 The findings in our paper130

should therefore help inform general equilibrium models of housing shocks by highlighting the relevance of131

labor mobility.132

2. Data and Motivating Evidence133

This Section describes in detail the data used in the paper as well as presents some stylized facts that134

serve as motivating evidence for the econometric analysis.135

2.1. Data136

Our primary dataset is the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) from the Bureau of137

Labor and Statistics (BLS). It draws on employment and wages reported by establishments to unemployment138

insurance programs, and covers more than 95% of jobs in the US. It is the dataset of choice for the Bureau139

of Economic Analysis (BEA) for the production of national accounting estimates and for the BLS as a frame140

for the Current Employment Statistics.7 The dataset includes total employment and wage bill by industry141

and county. In an extended analysis (in the Appendix), the American Community Survey (ACS) data is142

used to complement the wage-regression results by constructing an adjusted wage index.143

For other important variables, additional data sources are used. We draw on the Local Area Unem-144

ployment Statistics (LAUS) dataset from BLS for the county-level unemployment rate and employment-145

to-population ratio. To examine the local responses of output to the housing shock, the Local Area Gross146

Domestic Product (LAGDP) dataset from BEA on county-level GDP that has been made available recently147

is used. Our analysis also draws on county-level personal income data from BEA to examine the local148

responses of income, and uses BEA state-level GDP deflator to construct a real measure of personal income.149

Moreover, in order to investigate migration patterns, population data from the County Resident Population150

5In order to obtain this holistic view in terms of level variables, there is a need to control for heterogeneous local trends,
which is done via controls for average growth rates in outcome variables between 1994–98 and 1998–2002.

6The results echo Dupor et al.’s (2018) point about spill-overs through trade.
7Compared to the County Business Patterns, it is more encompassing, since it includes government employees and a few

other industries.
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Estimates from the US Census Bureau after 2000, and the US Intercensal County Population data before151

that, is used. For some robustness checks and splits by worker demographics, the paper makes use of the152

Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) from the US Census Bureau.153

On the household finance side, debt-to-income (DTI) ratios for different counties is obtained using data154

on household debt from the Equifax/Federal Reserve Bank of New York Consumer Credit Panel (CCP)155

made available as part of the extended Financial Accounts of the United States on the Federal Reserve156

Board of Governors website.8 For comparability with prior work, the change in housing net worth (defined157

below) made available in Mian and Sufi’s (2014) replication files is used. For a robustness check, we use158

2000 census data to construct a ratio of housing net wealth to income. Finally, county-level CoreLogic’s159

HPI data serves as a measure of house prices. To construct HPI-to-income ratio, the county-level HPI data160

is divided by BEA personal income.161

For more details on data sources and construction, see Appendix A.162

2.2. Descriptive Facts163

This Section shows suggestive evidence for large and persistent local effects of the housing crisis. In164

particular, it analyzes how changes to housing net worth around the housing crisis affected local outcomes,165

such as employment, output, house prices, and leverage over time. Moreover, it evaluates the extent to166

which these cross-county differences can be characterized as transitory or permanent.167

We follow Mian and Sufi (2014) in defining the log change in housing net worth in a given region n from
2006 through 2009 (lnNn,2009 − lnNn,2006) by

lnNn,2009 − lnNn,2006 = (ln pn,2009 − ln pn,2006)

×
Housing Wealthn,2006

Housing Wealthn,2006 + Financial Wealthn,2006 − Debtn,2006
, (1)

where pn,t is the house price in location n, year t. That is, the log change in household net worth due to168

housing is given by the log change in the house price index multiplied by a leverage term calculated using169

initial asset positions.170

Focusing on the housing net-worth variation keeps our analysis consistent with a well established litera-171

ture. It should not, however, be seen solely as a measure of changes in household wealth due to the housing172

crisis and thus as indicative only of a household demand channel. Instead it serves as a more general index173

of the size of the housing shock. That is, its main virtue is as a useful summary index that combines two174

important dimensions of affected counties: (i) house price declines (in the first term), and (ii) large housing175

leverage (in the second term).176

To show basic stylized facts, counties are sorted by quantiles in terms of the size of the change in housing177

net worth from 2006 through 2009 and Figure 1 shows how various variables evolve over time in these groups.178

In Panels A and B, we show the evolution of employment. Panel A shows employment growth from 2002.179

While it shows convergence across counties in employment by 2014, it is also clear that the boom-bust cycle180

was most pronounced in counties that were growing fast ex-ante. Panel B corrects for these heterogeneous181

trends, by taking the 1994-2002 growth as baseline. What becomes clear in Panel B is that, relative to that182

baseline, there is no convergence across counties in employment. Panels C and D show the same facts for183

GDP. Here, the results are starker, since the long-run divergence between high and low housing net worth184

counties is also apparent without any detrending in Panel C.185

Next, Panel E in Figure 1 shows the variation in house prices, relative to a 2002 baseline, for the different186

groups of counties. It reproduces a well known fact: the housing bust was largest in counties where the187

housing boom was also the most pronounced (Charles et al., 2018). It also shows that the housing bust188

completely and rapidly eliminated all relative gains generated by the boom: by 2009, relative house prices189

between counties with the largest and smallest house price booms were back to their 2002 baselines.190

8At the time of writing, the data was available at the source link: https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/z1/dataviz/
household_debt/county/map/#state:all;year:2018
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income for each county. The lower panels plot the percent deviation of HPI-to-income ratio (Panel E) and debt-to-income
ratio (Panel F) from their 2002 levels.

Figure 1: Changes in Variables by Housing Net Worth Quantiles

Finally, Panel F shows the evolution in debt-to-income ratio, which is the other important element in191

housing net-worth. Debt-to-income starts to increase in relative terms in the more affected counties around192

2002, peaks in 2008, and then slowly declines back. While house prices are at similar levels by 2009, debt-193

to-income only converges back to baseline around 2015, as to be expected given the slow moving nature of194
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the variable.195

Taken together, the panels of Figure 1 imply that a transitory shock to house prices might generate a196

more persistent impact on debt and permanent reductions in local employment and output. We describe197

next how the effect of the housing shock is disentangled from other sources of local change to give this198

pattern a causal interpretation.199

3. Disentangling the Effects of the Housing Shock200

Figure 1 suggests that regions where the 2006–09 housing shock was more severe also exhibited relatively201

lower employment and output as late as 2018. This may not be a causal relationship, however. For example,202

a persistent increase in demand for products from a specific region would lead to local increases in both203

employment and house prices. How we disentangle the causal relationship from the housing shock through204

a combination of controls and instrumental variables is discussed now in detail.205

3.1. The Basic Econometric Model206

In order to estimate the impact of the housing shock on local outcomes, we assume that an outcome X
in location n at time t follows the statistical relationships:

lnXn,t − lnXn,2006 = gn(t− 2006) + γt (lnNn,2009 − lnNn,2006) + eXn,t, (2)

lnNn,2009 − lnNn,2006 = ηn + eNn,2009, (3)

where lnNn,t − lnNn,2006 is the log change in housing net-worth between 2006 and year t due to price207

changes, which, as equation (3) shows, is an index for the housing shock ηn. Furthermore, gn is a region-208

specific trend-growth term. The parameter γt, our main object of interest, captures the time-varying effect209

of the housing shock on period t outcome variables.210

The residuals eXn,t and eNn,t summarize all other shocks affecting the outcome variables X and housing211

variable N in location n at time t. More specifically,212

eXn,t = µX
R∑
r=1

λrnz
r
t + φXt un,t, (4)

where zrt is one out of R aggregate driving forces (such as nationwide increases in demand for certain213

products), λrn is the local sensitivity to that aggregate shock (such as the share of the industry in the214

location), un,t is a shock idiosyncratic to the location, (such as the opening of a new plant or a change in215

local regulations that were previously unexpected), and φXt captures the effect of those idiosyncratic shocks216

on variable X at time t. Analogous structure as given in equation (4) for eXn,t also holds for eNn,t.217

Local trend-growth gn is not observed either. In order to control for cross-sectional differences in growth218

rates, ex-ante growth rates are added as controls, with coefficients to be estimated.9 The model is estimated219

for each year t separately, in a cross-sectional version of the Local Projection method proposed by Jordà220

(2005).10 Since we measure the housing shock ηn with the housing net worth loss between 2006 and 2009,221

the more negative the change in housing net-worth, the larger is the housing shock. Therefore, if an outcome222

Xn,t is house prices, for example, we would expect γt < 0 in the boom years and γt > 0 in years after the223

bust.224

As in Section 2.2 above, the housing net worth loss between 2006 and 2009 is used as an index of the225

housing shock. As previously discussed, this variable is taken as a yardstick that is consistent with prior226

literature and with magnitudes that can be readily interpreted.227

9In the baseline specification, both 1994–98 and 1998–2002 average growth rates are used, wherever possible. In a sensitivity
analysis, 1990-94 average growth rates are also used, wherever possible.

10Apart from the extensive controls that was discussed in Section 3.2.1, we also include as controls residuals from the previous
year (when available) to pick persistent shocks affecting the residuals.
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Table 1: Instrumental Variables and Control Variables

Panel A. Instrumental Variables

◦ A dummy for upper tercile of housing supply elasticity (Saiz, 2010)

◦ A dummy for lower tercile of orthogonalized 2002–05 house price shocks from a panel-VAR

Panel B. Control Variables

◦ 1994–98 and 1998–2002 growth rates of outcome variables

– 1998–2002 growth rates of real personal income (per worker) for GDP (per worker) regressions

◦ State-fixed effects

◦ 2002 QCEW 2-digit industry employment shares (20 industries)

◦ Aggregate shocks controls

– Sensitivity of employment growth to monetary shocks and excess bond premium shocks

– Three main factor loadings from a factor regression using 10-year employment growth rates

◦ 2002 Debt-to-Income ratio

◦ 2000 Housing wealth-to-Wage income ratio (Census and QCEW data)

◦ Davidoff (2016) controls and local land demand controls

– Fraction of the population that had education greater than or equal to 4 years of college

– Fraction of the population that were born outside the U.S.

– “Bartik” measure of local demand pressure

– Density measure which is housing units divided by land area

– Geographical dummy variable for “Coastal” area

– Quality of life index (Albouy, 2008)

– Natural amenities scale (U.S. Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service)

Notes: This table shows our instrumental variables and a set of control variables in our baseline regressions. Data sources
are available in Appendix A.2.

As equation (4) makes clear, the main problem with using housing net-worth as an index of the housing228

shock is that it is determined not only by the housing shock ηn, but also by the same aggregate and229

idiosyncratic shocks that determine other outcome variables X. How we handle those concerns is discussed230

next.231

3.2. Handling Identification Concerns232

When estimating γt in equation (2), the main identification concern is that a non-housing shock may233

simultaneously drive the housing net worth loss and appear in the residual term eXn,t. For example, a shock234

that increases local productivity, or demand for local products, might generate both an increase in housing235

net worth and in local output or employment.236

The precise way in which these concerns are handled, with a mix of controls and instrumental variables,237

is described next. The various controls and instruments are summarized in Table 1.238

3.2.1. Controls239

The following controls are added to eliminate the effect of common shocks to housing net-worth and240

other local outcomes:241

State effects:. In all specifications below, state fixed effects are used. This controls for any state-specific242

shocks, as well as any state-specific variation in the sensitivity to national shocks.243
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Aggregate shocks:. The following, more explicit, controls for the local effects of aggregate shocks,
∑
r λ

r
nz
r
t ,244

are also included.245

Shares of employment in 20 different 2-digit-level industries We control for the share of em-246

ployment in 20 industries in 2002.11 Industry shares are particularly well-suited to eliminate local differences247

in response to aggregate cost or demand shocks to particular industries. They also capture other systematic248

differences in local economies that could influence local response to aggregate shocks. For example, locations249

specializing in the production of durable manufacturing may be more susceptible to any national shock, since250

durables are more cyclically sensitive. In contrast, places that concentrate on financial services may be more251

responsive to monetary or financial shocks.252

Local sensitivity to monetary and financial shocks Local (county-level) employment is regressed253

on identified aggregate monetary and financial shocks using pre-2002 data. The estimated coefficients are254

used as controls.255

Local sensitivity to other aggregate shocks Note that en,t has a factor structure, meaning that256

a large number of cross-sectional observations are in large part determined by a small number of aggregate257

factors. A rolling 10-year window of local employment changes is then used to estimate a principal component258

model with main three factors. The local factor loadings λn from this model are extracted and used as259

controls. See Appendix A.2 for details.260

Initial conditions:. Lastly, we allow for the possibility that initial wealth conditions affect the dynamic261

response to the housing shock. Specifically, the debt-to-income ratio in 2002 and a measure of household262

wealth-to-income ratio in 2000 are used as controls.263

3.2.2. Instrumental Variables264

While the controls above can absorb a wide range of common sources of variation, an OLS estimate of265

equation (2) would still result in biased estimates if there are remaining sources of idiosyncratic shocks in266

the data. For example, the unexpected opening of a large plant can single-handedly affect local economies267

(Greenstone et al., 2010).268

To deal with this problem, two instrumental variable strategies are combined. The first, which has269

been used before in the literature, is to use local measure of housing supply elasticities by Saiz (2010) as270

instruments, with enough additional controls to account for well-known criticism (Davidoff, 2016). The271

second is to use orthogonalized residuals of a house price index in a panel-VAR as a measure of non-272

fundamental variation in house prices. Each of these strategies is described in turn next:273

Housing Supply Elasticities:. The Saiz (2010) instrument used by Mian and Sufi (2014) measures the local274

elasticity of housing supply given by geographical or regulatory constraints. Mian and Sufi (2014) propose275

it as an instrument for the housing shock because lower housing supply elasticity would allow house prices276

to increase more quickly in the run-up years from 2002–06, thus allowing households to raise more debt in277

comparison to their incomes.278

A further motivation for the Saiz (2010) instrument comes again from the factor structure of the shocks279

en,t. Specifically, under an approximate factor structure (Chamberlain and Rothschild, 1982), which holds280

generally so long as the number of aggregate shocks driving local-level employment is not too large, the281

idiosyncratic components are such that un,t cannot be predicted from fixed regional characteristics. That282

is, for any Wn that is fixed in time,283

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
n=1

Wnun,t = 0. (5)

11Those are also the primary set of controls used by Mian and Sufi (2014). A list of 20 industries is available in Appendix
A.3.
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Given equation (5), the local shock un is purely “random” in that it is not predictable based on fixed284

local characteristics.12 Therefore, so long as our controls account for all aggregate sources of variation, any285

such characteristic that correlates with housing net worth changes around the crisis is a valid instrument.286

The Saiz (2010) instrument clearly satisfies that criterion. Following the findings of a nonlinear relationship287

between housing supply elasticity and local housing cycles (Gao et al., 2016), we use a discretized version288

of the instrument with a dummy for the highest house-price elasticity tercile.289

Controlling for local land demand The use of the Saiz (2010) instrument has been criticized by290

Davidoff (2016), because the same geographical features that affect the supply of land may also affect the291

demand for land. In particular, Davidoff (2016) finds that the Saiz (2010) land supply elasticity correlates292

with various local characteristics that capture local demand for land. These local characteristics are therefore293

used as controls. They include the fraction of the population with more than 4 years of college, the fraction of294

the population born outside the US, a Bartik measure of local demand pressure, a measure of housing density,295

and a geographical dummy variable for “Coastal” area. The construction of these controls is described in296

further detail in Appendix A.2.297

Further controls are added for land demand in the form of measures of local amenities and real wages.298

Specifically, we use (i) an index of local geographic amenities constructed by the US Department of Agri-299

culture, combining six measures of climate, topography, and water area that reflect preferred environmental300

qualities (warm winter, winter sun, temperate summer, low summer humidity, topographic variation, and301

water area); and (ii) a measure of quality of life constructed by Albouy (2008), based on after-tax real wages302

in each location. In spatial equilibrium, differences in real wages between cities for a worker with the same303

attributes should reflect a compensating differential in local amenities. In other words, those real wages304

should capture any impact on the demand for living in those places from the geographical features captured305

by the Saiz (2010) instrument.306

Orthogonalized Panel VAR House Price Shocks:. The second instrumental variable used is based on the307

notion that the housing shock appears saliently in increases in the house-price that are not easily traced back308

to observable indicators of local economic conditions.13 Increases in that period are defined to be unusually309

large if they go beyond what would be normally predicted by current and past changes in employment310

(total and in construction), personal income per employee, 15–64 population, and wages per employee in311

construction.312

More specifically, this strategy is implemented by: (i) running a panel-VAR at the county level from 1975–313

2006 with CoreLogic HPI index for house prices, employment (total and in construction), personal income314

per employee, 15–64 population, and wages per employee in construction; (ii) calculating the innovation315

for the house price index that is orthogonal to innovations to these other variables; and (iii) designating as316

an instrument for the housing shock a dummy variable for the orthogonalized house price residuals from317

2002–05 that are in the bottom tercile of the distribution. In that period, the orthogonalized residuals in318

that tercile averaged to zero. By singling out the bottom tercile, the comparison is between counties where319

we can be confident there has not been a non-fundamental house price increase (since house prices were320

aligned with what fundamentals would predict) and those above it.321

Let us discuss and justify the variable choice in the panel-VAR. In the panel-VAR, apart from the house322

price index, variables included are those that help summarize the fundamentals in a given locality. This323

naturally includes employment and population (which are also included in Blanchard and Katz (1992))324

as well as total personal income per capita. The latter is especially important as, in combination with325

employment, it can capture productivity fluctuations. Construction employment and wages is additionally326

12It holds without loss of generality so long as the number of aggregate shocks driving local-level employment is not too large,
and enough aggregate factors are allowed for. If there is some Wn for which equation (5) does not hold, then we can define

zR+1
t ≡ cov[un,t,Wn]

var(Wn)
and λR+1

n ≡Wn, and substitute un,t for ûn, ≡ un,t−
cov(un,t,Wn)

var(Wn)
Wn, in which case 1

N

∑N
n=1 ûnWn = 0.

13A focus on unusually large house price increases underlies the instrumental variable approach in Charles et al. (2018). Fort
et al. (2013) use orthogonalized panel VAR residuals as measures of regional house price shocks.
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panel VAR shocks are below 33 percentile. Red lines represent the relative responses of a group of counties with housing
elasticity above 33 percentile and orthogonalized panel VAR shocks above 66 percentile. Blue lines represent the relative
responses of a group of counties with housing elasticity below 66 percentile and orthogonalized panel VAR shocks below 33
percentile. Green lines represent the relative responses of a group of counties with housing elasticity below 66 percentile and
orthogonalized panel VAR shocks above 66 percentile. Dashed lines are one standard deviation confidence intervals. All
control variables listed in Table 1 are included. Prior trends for employment and wages per employee are the average growth
rates in those variables from 1994-98 and from 1998-2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all
specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals.

Figure 2: Results from Reduced-Form Regressions

included to provide further fundamental information about local housing markets. In particular, to the327

extent that house prices follow news, one would expect those to be reflected in construction activity.14328

A potential problem with this orthogonalized panel-VAR house price shocks based IV strategy is that329

an unusually large increase in house prices may also occur in response to news about future shocks. As330

mentioned above, we partially control for that possibility by including construction employment data as a331

conditioning variable, since that is also likely to respond to news. Importantly, moreover, this potential332

source of endogeneity is orthogonal to the potential sources of bias inherent in the Saiz (2010) instrument,333

which, instead, have to do with fixed local characteristics. This implies that the overidentifying restrictions334

test is likely to be appropriate to verify the validity of the two instruments. In what follows, results are335

reported using the two instruments simultaneously, and a J-test of overidentifying restrictions is used to336

verify that they are jointly valid.337

3.2.3. Reduced-Form Results338

Before proceeding to our main results, the reduced-form is examined, that is, the relationship between339

the instruments and outcome variables.15 Figure 2 shows the estimated paths for employment and wages,340

14In the Appendix, several additional results related to the panel-VAR are presented, using impulse response and forecast
error variance decomposition analysis. First, Appendix Figures B.1 and B.2 present impulse responses to the identified house
price residuals and the forecast error variance accounted by the identified house price residual. This is done both for the sample
period 1975–2006 as well as 1975–1999, to check for sub-sample stability in propagation of the house price shock, especially
when the boom years in the 2000s are excluded. The impulse responses and variance decomposition results are very similar in
the two sample periods. Second, Appendix Figures B.3 and B.4 shows how the impulse response and variance decomposition
results change as various variables are included in the panel-VAR. To make this clear, we first start with just employment and
HPI index, and then progressively add one variable at a time, thereby providing a sense of how various variables affect the
propagation of the house price shock. These results show the importance of including personal income and construction data.

15That is, equation (3) is estimated with the instrumental variables on the right hand side, instead of lnNn,2009− lnNn,2006.
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the most important outcome variables, conditional on different values for the instrumental variables. The341

baseline case is the one in which the least amount of variation in housing net-worth is expected, including the342

counties with top house price elasticities and low non-fundamental house price variation between 2002 and343

2005. The expected values refer to differences between this baseline and other combinations. For instance,344

the green line refers to the case in which the most non-fundamental variation is expected.345

The reduced-form results in Figure 2 show that there is no pre-tend in employment, but a progressive346

increase in wages before 2006 in the most affected areas. Conversely, after 2006, it shows a a clear ranking347

of employment across counties according to this classification, but no such difference for wages.16348

4. Results349

The impulse responses of various outcomes to the housing shock is now presented. These are computed350

by estimating equation (2) separately for each year, including all controls, as described above. The impulse351

response functions are then just the estimated coefficients on the housing net worth loss. All Figures in this352

Section thus show the estimated values of γt in equation (2), together with 95% confidence intervals.17353

For all variables, OLS and IV results are shown.18 As discussed before in the introduction and Section354

3.2, OLS results mix the effects of shocks to housing wealth on local outcomes with the simultaneous effect355

of productivity shocks (and, more generally, other shocks on all observables). That is, one of the main356

concerns for us is of omitted variable bias. As will be seen, results for both estimators are qualitatively357

similar in many, but not all, instances.358

In what follows, IV results are presented using both instruments simultaneously. As previously discussed,359

this allows us to use J-tests to evaluate the validity of the instruments, since their potential sources of bias360

occur over a-priori orthogonal dimensions.19 The role of each IV individually is explored in detail in the361

Appendix, together with the standard diagnostics.20 Broadly, the same main results are obtained with both362

instruments individually. It should be noted however that, given the state fixed effects and other stringent363

controls, the Saiz (2010) housing supply elasticity is a potentially weak instrument, and standard errors for364

estimates using only that instrument are large.21365

4.1. Scarring Effects on Economic Activity366

We now show that the housing shock had very persistent effects on employment and GDP. In particular,367

Panels A and B of Figure 3 confirms the basic descriptive findings of long-run effects from Section 2.2:368

While up to 2006, the housing cycle did not appear to generate a discernible difference in employment levels369

between counties, after the bust, the most affected counties experienced significantly larger employment370

losses, which persisted in the long-run. A similar behavior is obtained in county-level GDP, as shown in371

Panels C and D of Figure 3, and to a slightly lesser extent, also in county-level personal income, as shown372

in Panels E and F of Figure 3.373

Interestingly, the IV results imply larger employment effects over the long-run as compared to OLS
estimates. This may happen if local productivity shocks are relatively short-lived, so that they have a larger

16The reduced-form results for the two instruments separately is in Appendix Figure B.5.
17In all impulse response figures, we include 95% weak IV robust confidence intervals with coverage distortion bounded by

10%. The twostepweakiv package in STATA written by Sun (2018) is used to implement the two-step identification-robust
confidence intervals proposed by Andrews (2018), based on the Wald tests and the linear combination tests in Andrews (2016).

18The same baseline sample is restricted in both OLS and IV regressions.
19While in the results in this section, the p-value for the J-statistics is presented only for 2018 to keep them uncluttered, the

year-by-year p-values are in Appendix Table B.1.
20In particular, the F-statistics, separately by instruments, and year-by-year are in Appendix Table B.2. The first-stage

coefficients, separately by instruments, are in Appendix Table B.3 for 2018 and in Appendix Figure B.6 for all years. In terms
of results, Appendix Figure B.7 shows some of our key findings using the two instruments separately. Appendix Figure B.7
reports the F-statistics and the p-value for the J-statistics for year 2018 only, to keep it uncluttered, but more details is provided
elsewhere as mentioned above.

21Those standard errors are still interpretable, however, since weak IV robust inference is used throughout.
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of total employment (Panels A and B), total GDP (Panels C and D) and
real personal income (Panels E and F) to the 2006–09 housing shocks. The left columns are results from OLS estimations,
and the right columns are results from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 are included. Prior trends for
employment are the average growth rates in employment from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002. Prior trends for GDP and real
personal income are average growth rate in real personal income from 1998–2002. We divide BEA county-level personal
income by state-level GDP deflator to calculate the real person income. Sample weights (by the number of households) are
applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals. Red
lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions.

Figure 3: Changes in Employment, GDP, and Income
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effect on housing net worth losses over a three-year period than on employment over 12 years. To see that,
consider the simplified model:

lnXn,t − lnX2006 = γt (lnNn,2009 − lnNn,2006) + φXt un,t,

lnNn,2009 − lnNn,2006 = ηn + φNt un,2009,

where X is a local outcome, N is the housing net worth, η is the housing shock, u is a local productivity374

shock, and γt, φ
X
t , and φNt are strictly positive. Assuming that u and η are orthogonal, if β is estimated by375

running an OLS regression of change in lnX on lnN , then γOLSt = γt +
(
φX
t

φN
t
− γt

)
(φN

t )
2
var(un,t)

var(ηn)+(φN
t )

2
var(un,t)

.376

The bias is downward if
φX
t

φN
t
< γt and is upward otherwise. For example, a downward bias will occur if377

productivity shocks have an impact on housing net worth changes from 2006 through 2009 (φN2009 > 0)378

coupled with no effect on local employment in 2018 (φX2018 = 0).379

In terms of magnitudes, our IV results imply that a housing shock that generates a 10% reduction380

in housing wealth in 2006–09 leads to a 4.4% drop in employment, and a 4.0% drop in output, in 2018381

compared to 2006. For a sense of economic importance, the estimates imply that going from the 90th to382

the 10th percentile of change in housing net worth distribution reduces employment by 7.7%, and GDP383

by 6.9%, in 2018 compared to 2006. For comparison, going from the 90th to the 10th percentile of the384

2006–18 employment-growth distribution reduces employment growth rate by 31.7 percentage points and385

GDP growth rate by 33.3 percentage points.22386

Overall, the dynamic reaction of employment mirrors classic findings by Blanchard and Katz (1992).387

The IV results show that this is true also when we separately identify the housing shock. We further find388

the same persistent impact on local GDP using newly available data constructed by the BEA, as well as to389

a slightly less extent, persistent effects also on personal income.390

4.2. Mean Reversion in Labor Market Slack391

Having established long-run effects on employment and GDP of the housing shock, we now turn to the392

effects on local labor market slack. This is an important question that was also examined by Blanchard393

and Katz (1992). They find that while local shocks have permanent effects on employment levels, they have394

only a temporary impact on measures of local labor market slack, such as the employment-to-population395

ratio and the unemployment rate. They interpret those results with population changes across regions in396

response to the shock, which leads to mean reversion in local slack.397

Such mean-reverting dynamics for local slack in response to the housing shock appear clearly in Figure398

4, both for the employment-to-population ratio (Panels A and B) and the unemployment rate (Panels C399

and D).23 If employment changes permanently while the employment-to-population ratio does not, then the400

adjustment must take place through population movements. Panels E and F in Figure 4 verify that to be401

true. Population reacts smoothly, but persistently, to the shock in both OLS and IV specifications.402

4.3. No Effects on Wages and Productivity403

Our results above on population changes playing a key role in regional slack adjustment raise a natural404

question on the behavior of wages. We, therefore, investigate the role that wages play in helping equilibrate405

local labor markets as house prices fluctuate. Responses of local aggregate wage per worker (from QCEW)406

are depicted in Figure 5 (Panels A and B).407

22In terms of short-run effects, at the county level, a housing shock that generates a 10% reduction in housing wealth in
2006–09 leads to a 3.5% drop in employment, and a 5.5% drop in output, in 2009 compared to 2006. This short-run employment
elasticity is very similar to the estimate in Mian and Sufi (2014). Focusing ten years out, until 2016, at the county level, a
housing shock that generates a 10% reduction in housing wealth in 2006–09 leads to a 4.6% drop in employment, and a 5.1%
drop in output, in 2016 compared to 2006. These ten-year estimates imply that going from 90th to 10th percentile of change
in housing net worth distribution reduces employment by 8.0%, and GDP by 8.8%, in 2016 compared to 2006.

23These results are in line with Charles et al. (2018), who show labor market participation converging back to pre-boom
baselines in localities most affected by the housing bubble.
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of employment-to-population ratio (Panels A and B), unemployment rate
(Panels C and D), and 15–64 population (Panels E and F) to the 2006–09 housing shocks. The left columns are results from
OLS estimations, and the right columns are results from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 are included.
Prior trends are average growth rates of outcome variables from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the
number of households) are applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate
the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are
from 2018 regressions.

Figure 4: Changes in Employment-to-Population Ratio, Unemployment Rate and Population
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These results contain the most meaningful differences between OLS and IV estimates. With OLS, there408

is no difference in wages before the housing peak, but afterward, wages decrease persistently in more-affected409

locations. In contrast, the IV results have the opposite pattern: wages at first increase faster in places that410

are more affected by the housing boom, but then they do not adjust downward as the boom turns into a411

bust.412

These results suggest an asymmetric adjustment of wages consistent with the literature emphasizing413

downward wage rigidity. In particular, downward wage rigidity has recently been documented in microe-414

conomic data by Grigsby et al. (2019) within this same context. Moreover, it can play a very important415

role in hindering the adjustment of regions within a currency union to asymmetric shocks in the presence416

of limited labor mobility, as shown in Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2016). The contrast between OLS and IV417

highlights that while wages may react to some shocks, they do not seem to react to the exogenous negative418

housing shock suffered by many localities in the recession.24419

We now look at effects of the housing shock on productivity. First, this serves as a complementary420

evidence for the results on wages. Second, it helps assess whether the productivity based channel emphasized421

in Anzoategui et al. (2019) through which transitory shocks can have persistent effects is relevant for the422

housing shock. Panels C and D of Figure 5 show the effects on one measure of labor productivity (GDP per423

worker), while Panels E and F show the effects on another measure (Personal Income per worker).424

As with wage results in Panels A and B, it is clear that while the OLS results show a relationship between425

housing net worth losses from 2006 through 2009 and labor productivity changes over time, that relationship426

is absent in the IV estimates. This finding is important for two reasons in order to interpret both previous,427

as well as, the rest of the results. First, they show that the long-term effects of the housing crisis that we428

document below do not arise from a reduction in productivity but instead, operate through other channels.429

Second, the difference between OLS and IV again indicates that OLS results are likely to be contaminated430

by other shocks, especially those that have effects on labor productivity.431

4.4. Short-Lived Effects on House Prices and Leverage432

This Section assesses the results on variables that are likely to mediate the response of employment433

and output to the housing shock. First, almost by definition, the housing shock should have an impact434

on local house prices. Second, theories of protracted propagation such as Guerrieri and Lorenzoni (2017)435

emphasize that financial or wealth shocks can have protracted demand-side effects as households are forced436

to de-lever.25 Thus, our focus is on house prices and leverage, and in particular, on investigating whether437

the effects of the housing shock on house prices and leverage were as long-lived as those on employment.438

Our analysis starts by checking that the housing net worth losses indeed capture the boom-bust cycle in439

house prices. Here, differences of house prices from 2002 is shown to capture the full cycle. Panels A and B440

of Figure 6 confirm this to be the case. Counties which experienced the largest reduction in housing wealth441

from 2006 through 2009 were also subject to the strongest boom-bust cycle in house prices. IV responses are442

more pronounced, indicating that those are more effective at singling out the boom-bust cycle. Conversely,443

the OLS estimates are likely to be contaminated by the simultaneous response of household net worth and444

house prices to productivity shocks. Also, they drop below the 2002 baseline, indicating that OLS captures445

more than a reversal of the housing boom.446

Looking at dynamic implications, the losses in house prices captured by the IV bottom out around 2010.447

Then, by 2011, the differences in house prices across counties stabilize at close to 2002 levels, after which448

the difference is no longer statistically significant.449

Much of the post-crisis literature has emphasized the role of household deleveraging in delaying the450

recovery from the recession. For comparison with house price results, we show difference in leverage from451

2002 to capture the full cycle. Panels C and D of Figure 6 show that during the boom years, household452

leverage rises relatively more in the more affected regions, peaking in 2009, three years after the peak in453

24Our OLS results are in line with those found by Beraja et al. (2019), who find a positive correlation between wages and
employment outcomes at the state level during the recession, using ACS data.

25Berger et al. (2017), Jones et al. (2018), and Justiniano et al. (2015) exploit the interaction between debt and housing
values in quantitative models.
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of QCEW wages per employee (Panels A and B), GDP per employee (Panels
C and D), and BEA real personal income per employee (Panels E and F) to the 2006–09 housing shocks. The left columns
are results from OLS estimations, and the right columns are results from IV estimations. All control variables listed in
Table 1 are included. Prior trends for wages per employee are the average growth rates from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002.
Prior trends for real personal income per employee and GDP per employee are average growth rate in real personal income
per employee from 1998–2002. We divide BEA county-level personal income by state-level GDP deflator to calculate the
real person income. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications. Robust standard
errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals.
F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions.

Figure 5: Changes in Wages per Employee and GDP per Employee
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of HPI-to-income ratio (Panels A and B) and debt-to-income ratio (Panels C
and D) to the 2006–09 housing shocks. Outcome variables are expressed as deviations from 2002 levels. The left columns
are results from OLS estimations, and the right columns are results from IV estimations. All control variables listed in
Table 1 are included. Prior trends for HPI-to-income ratio are captured by the average growth rates from 1994–98 and from
1998–2002, while prior trends for debt-to-income ratio are the average growth rate from 1999-2002. Sample weights (by the
number of households) are applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate
the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are
from 2018 regressions.

Figure 6: Changes in Housing Prices and Debt-to-Income

house prices. Deleveraging takes over after that, but leverage is mostly back to 2002 levels by 2014–15 and454

remains so after that. Therefore, even if deleveraging helped propagate the impact of the housing shock, it455

could not explain the continuing short-fall in employment as of 2018.456

4.5. Broad-based Sectoral Effects457

Finally, we investigate the impact of the housing shock on employment within sectors. Those can be458

useful to evaluate if our results are broad-based or particular to specific sectors. For example, Mian and Sufi459

(2014) show that the short-term impact of the housing shock was particularly relevant among non-tradables,460

reinforcing the interpretation of the shock as having its main impact through household demand.461

The sample is split into five sectoral groupings: tradable (mainly manufacturing), non-tradable (retail462

and restaurants), construction, high-skilled services (professional and business services, educational services,463

and health services), and others (including, among others, wholesalers and transportation services). In these464

sectoral splits, Mian and Sufi (2014) is followed directly, except that the “others” sector is further split from465
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of employment to the 2006–09 housing shocks by sectors. All the results are
from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 are included. Prior trends for sectoral employment are the growth
rates in employment in each sector from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are
applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals.
Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions. See
Appendix A.3 for the details of sectoral splits.

Figure 7: Changes in Employment by Sector

their decomposition into two: a high-skilled and the rest. The details of these splits is described in Appendix466

A.3.467

These sectoral-level employment results are presented in Figure 7 (the same exercise is repeated for wages468

in Appendix Figure B.8 and for output in Appendix Figure B.9). First, as is clear from Panel D, the housing469

crash had both short- and long-run effects on construction employment. These effects however, were not470

restricted to the construction sector only, and in fact spilled over to other sectors.471

Thus, as in Mian and Sufi (2014), in Panel C, there are sizable estimated effects on non-tradable employ-472

ment over the first few years of the recession. Moreover, these effects on non-tradable employment persist473

over the long-run, lending credence to the housing shock as a demand shock. Intriguingly, as Panels E and474

F makes clear, there are also large and sustained estimated effects on the high-skilled services and others475

sectors.26 Lastly, like in Mian and Sufi (2014), Panel B shows that there is no statistically significant effect476

on tradable sectors. These findings for employment effects are mirrored in output responses (Appendix Fig-477

ure B.9). Likewise, the lack of downward adjustment in wages following the housing crash is also similarly478

26The employment results on the high-skilled services sector are noisier compared to output results shown in Appendix Figure
B.9.
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broad-based (Appendix Figure B.8).479

To summarize our sectoral results, we find that the housing bust had effects that spilled over to other480

sectors beyond construction, such as non-tradables, the high skilled sector, and others.481

4.6. Sensitivity Analysis482

Appendix B reports results from several robustness and sensitivity exercises. In the baseline IV results,483

the two instrumental variables are jointly used and tests of over-identifying restrictions are reported. For484

completeness, Appendix Figure B.7 presents results for employment and wages while using the two instru-485

ments separately. The results are similar to our baseline results. This is evidence for the validity of the two486

instruments. For example, if news was an important driver of the panel VAR residual, the results would487

diverge from the ones obtained from using the Saiz (2010) elasticity, since the latter are not influenced by488

news. Conversely, since land demand factors that are correlated with the Saiz (2010) instrument are fixed489

local categories, they are unlikely to be correlated with a one-time panel VAR residual. The statistical490

similarities between the two specifications is verified formally by the J-statistics reported previously. The491

one caveat with the separate instrument results is that, as mentioned before, the Saiz (2010) elasticity based492

IV estimates lead to wider standard errors as the instrument is potentially weak given standard diagnostics.493

Next, additional sectoral results are presented. Appendix Figure B.8 shows the responses of wages per494

employee to the housing shock by sectors. While wages do not decline following the housing crash either in495

the aggregate or in other sectors, there is a substantial decline in the construction sector. Appendix Figure496

B.9 shows the responses of value added to the housing shock by sectors. It is found that GDP responds497

persistently in the non-tradable and high-skilled sector, similar to our baseline sectoral employment results.498

For our baseline results on employment and wages, Appendix Figure B.10 presents results while including499

an additional pre-trend control using growth rates from 1990–94 (our benchmark results use as controls,500

growth rates from 1994–98 and 1998–2002, as there is data on a wider range of variables for later time501

periods). The results are indistinguishable from our baseline results.502

Some sensitivity analysis regarding our weighting procedure is presented next, where note that in our503

baseline specification, we weighted our regressions with number of households, following Mian and Sufi504

(2014), for clear comparability. Some additional econometric justification is now explored for using weights.505

In Appendix Figure B.11, we compare our main results, those of employment and wages per employee, with506

and without weighting. The results show that precision improves with weights and thus they are consistent507

with efficiency gains coming from appropriate handling of heteroskedasticity through weighting.27 That is,508

while the point estimates for employment and wages are robust to weighting, the standard errors are tighter509

with weights than without. For completeness, in Appendix Figure B.12, we report house prices-to-income510

and debt-to-income results with and without weighting. Overall, point estimates are still similar, but here,511

the efficiency gains through weighting are not visible.512

Next, using ACS micro-data, a wage series is computed that allows for shifts in labor force composition513

following Katz and Murphy (1992). The adjustment method is described in more detail in Appendix A.1.514

Appendix Figure B.13 presents our results on these adjusted ACS hourly wages, where for comparison,515

the baseline QCEW wage results are also shown. For this new, composition adjusted measure for wages,516

the same results that they did not respond to the housing crash are obtained. Furthermore, Appendix517

Figure B.14 examines responses of ACS employment at the regional level split by education and age, while518

Appendix Figure B.15 examines whether changes in ACS wages at the regional level differ by education and519

age. They suggest that the employment results are quite broad based while the wage results are the same520

as our baseline results of no response.521

Finally, additional results using the QWI are presented, which not only gives us an alternate series of522

employment and earnings, but also further allows us to split the analysis by worker characteristics to get523

another view on compositional issues. First, Appendix Figure B.16 shows regression results for employment524

and earnings per employee using QWI data, which are very similar to our baseline results. Appendix Figures525

27In fact, regressing squared residuals for employment on the inverse weights shows a relationship which is positive and highly
significant with a t-stat of 6.63.
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B.17 and B.18 next show the impacts of employment and earnings per employee to the housing shock by526

workers’ education, age, and gender groups. They suggest that employment losses are mostly broad-based,527

while earnings do not respond generally.528

5. Conclusion529

The housing collapse of 2006–09 had scarring effects across US counties. To show this, this paper used530

an instrumental variable strategy to establish causality for the dynamic and long-run effect of the initial531

(2006–09) housing shock on future regional outcomes. Counties that had a larger loss in housing net worth532

in that period had more depressed employment and output as late as 2018. In addition, the local housing533

boom-bust cycle had asymmetric effects with little local output or employment effect in the boom phase but534

very persistent employment, GDP, and population losses during the bust. The effect of the housing crisis535

was well-characterized as mostly operating through the demand side since there is no significant change in536

labor productivity and a persistent impact on non-tradable employment.537

Interestingly, there is only a temporary impact on measures of labor market slack, such as the employment-538

to-population ratio. Moreover, the negative housing shock had a comparatively short-lived impact on house539

prices and household leverage, lending credence to its temporary nature. On the labor market adjustment540

to these scarring effects on employment, our analysis finds no role for wage adjustment. In fact, we find541

indications that downward wage rigidity may have played a role since wages did increase marginally with542

the housing boom but did not react at all to the housing bust. Together, those findings imply that local543

labor market adjustment took place entirely through population movements, for which we provide direct544

evidence.545

Our results suggest that future work leveraging regional US data to understand macroeconomic responses546

to temporary shocks might consider modeling labor movements explicitly since those constitute an adjust-547

ment mechanism that is at work at the local level but is not available at the national level. It also calls548

attention to asymmetric local effects of aggregate shocks, possibly due to downward wage rigidity. Im-549

portantly, it shows that those shocks can have have very persistent effects and as such, their distributive550

and allocative implications might be of interest for further analysis. Relatedly, as the world economy faces551

another large scale shock in the form of a pandemic with strong consumption demand effects, our results552

suggest that the most affected places could change in a permanent way.553
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Online Appendix for

Local Scars of the US Housing Crisis*

Appendix A. Data Construction

Appendix A.1. Outcome Variables and Housing Net Worth

1. Employment, Unemployment, Wages, and Population

(a) QCEW county-level employment

� QCEW monthly employment data represent the number of covered workers

who worked during, or received pay for, the pay period that included the 12th

day of the month. We use annual averages of county-level employment data.

� Sample period 1990–2018

– Main analysis: 2006–09(18) changes in employment

– Control for pre-trends: 1994–98 and 1998–2002 changes in employment

� 5 sectoral employment from NAICS 2-digit industry classification

– Tradable / Nontradable / Construction / High-skilled service sectors /

Others

– NAICS 2-digit QCEW codes are in Appendix A.3.

� Industry controls (employment share controls)

– NAICS 2-digit QCEW sectoral employment shares of private employment

(23 industries)

(b) QCEW wages data

� QCEW wages data represent the total compensation paid during the calendar

quarter regardless of when the services were performed.

� We use annual average wages in each county.

(c) BLS Local Area Unemployment Statistics

*The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Richmond, the Federal Reserve Board, or the Federal Reserve System. First version: Dec
2018. This version: Feb 2021.
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� The Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS) produces monthly and an-

nual employment, unemployment, and labor force data for counties.

� We use annual average unemployment rate and employment-to population

ratio in each county.

(d) Quarterly Workforce Indicators

� The Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) provide local labor market statis-

tics by industry, worker demographics, employer age and size.

� We use annual average of beginning of quarter employment and annual av-

erage of monthly earnings of employees who worked at the beginning of the

reference quarter in each county.

� We use QWI data from 1998 through 2018 because many states had partici-

pated in QWI program after 1998.

(e) ACS Employment and Adjusted Hourly Wages Data

� To construct adjusted wage data, we use data from the 2000 census and

the 2001-14 American Community Surveys (ACS). Following Beraja et al.

(2019), we calculate hourly wages for prime-age males by restricting our sam-

ple to only males ages 25-54, who live outside of group quarters, have no

self-employment income, and who are not in the military. We calculate the

hours worked by multiplying weeks worked last year and usual hours worked

per week. We divide wage and salary income by the hours worked to calculate

the hourly wages for each individual. We exclude any individual with a zero

wage and truncate the measured wage distribution at the top and bottom

one percent.

We adjust the hourly wages by creating a composition-adjusted wage measure

following Katz and Murphy (1992). We divide our sample into six age bins

(25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54) and four education bins (completed

years of schooling < 12, = 12, between 12 and 16, and 16 and more). We then

adjust the wage index by averaging over those wages for 24 groups with fixed

weights to calculate the wage for different educational and age groups within

each geographic unit and estimate an adjusted wage index by averaging over
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those wages with fixed weights. We use the share of each demographic group

in each geographic level during 2005 as the fixed weights.

� To construct an ACS employment measure, we restrict our sample to people

(both male and female) who live outside of group quarters.

(f) Population

� US Census Bureau Annual County Resident Population Estimates (from

2000-2016)

� For pre-2000, use Census US Intercensal County Population Data, 1970-2014

from NBER (http://www.nber.org/data/census-intercensal-county-population.

html)

� Use 15-64 population by each county

(g) We exclude Orleans Parish county from our sample since employment and pop-

ulation in the county decreased by more than 50% in 2006 due to Hurricane

Katrina.

2. GDP and Income

(a) BEA Local Gross Domestic Product

� GDP by county is the value of goods and services produced by the county’s

economy less the value of goods and services used up in their production. It

is the substate counterpart of the nation’s GDP. GDP by county statistics

are also the foundation for metropolitan and micropolitan GDP statistics.

� Sample period 2001–18

– Main analysis: 2006–09(18) changes in GDP

– Control for prior trends: We use 1998–2002 growth rates in BEA real

personal income as prior trends controls for GDP regressions. Also, we

use 1998–2002 growth rates of BEA personal income per employee as prior

trends controls for GDP per employee regressions.

� Five sectoral GDP from NAICS 2-digit industry classification

– Tradable / Nontradable / Construction / High-skilled service sectors /

Others
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– For sectoral GDP regressions, we use 2002–2006 growth rates of sector’s

GDP as prior trend controls.

(b) BEA Personal Income by County, Metro, and Other Areas

� Personal income for an area is the income received by, or on behalf of all

persons resident in the area, regardless of the duration of residence, except for

foreign nationals employed by their home governments in the United States.

Personal income can be defined as the sum of wages and salaries, supplements

to wages and salaries, proprietors’ income, dividends, interest, and rent, and

personal current transfer receipts, less contributions for government social

insurance.

� Sample period 1990–2018

– Real personal income data are defined as personal income divided by

state-level BEA GDP deflator.

– Main analysis: 2006–09(18) changes in personal income

– Control for pre-trends: 1998-2002 changes in real personal income

3. House Price Data

� We use county-level CoreLogic’s HPI data as a measure of house prices. We divide

the CoreLogic’s HPI data by BEA personal income to construct HPI-to-income

ratio.

4. Housing Net Worth

(a) We use the measure of housing net worth shocks constructed by Mian and Sufi

(2014). Below is the brief description of how they construct the housing net worth

shocks in Mian and Sufi (2014).

(b) “One of our key right-hand-side variables is the change in household net worth

between the end of 2006 and 2009. We define net worth for households living

in county i at time t as NWit = Sit + Bit + Hit − Dit, where the four terms on

the right hand side represent market values of stocks, bonds, housing, and debt

owed, respectively. We compute the market value of stock and bond holdings

(including deposits) in a given county using IRS Statistics of Income (SOI) data.
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We estimate the value of housing stock owned by households in a county using

the 2000 Decennial Census data as the product of the number of homeowners and

the median home value. We then project the housing value into later years using

the CoreLogic zip code level house price index and an estimate of the change in

home ownership and population growth. Finally, we measure debt using data

from Equifax Predictive Services that tells us the total borrowing by households

in each county in a given year.” (Mian and Sufi (2014) p. 2200.)

Appendix A.2. Control Variables

1. Industry Employment Shares

� Using 2002 QCEW 2-digit level industry data, we define each industry’s employ-

ment share as the ratio of employment in each industry to total number of private

employment in 2002

� A list of 20 industries is in Appendix A.3.

2. Debt-to-Income

� Compute DTI at different geographical levels using data on household debt from

the Equifax/Federal Reserve Bank of New York Consumer Credit Panel (CCP)

made available as part of the extended Financial Accounts of the United States

on the Federal Reserve Board of Governors website and the data on household

income from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). At the time of writing, the

Equifax/FRB NY CCP data was available at the source link: https://www.

federalreserve.gov/releases/z1/dataviz/household_debt/county/map/#state:

all;year:2018

� Calculate DTI as the ratio of aggregate household debt from Equifax (excluding

student loans) to aggregate income (from BLS).

– Calculate aggregate household debt by summing individual household debt

in the CCP within each geographical area and multiplying by the sampling

ratio.
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– Use data from the BLS, which reports income earned by workers covered

by unemployment insurance programs overseen by the Department of Labor.

Income is reported quarterly and aggregated to annual amounts for each

geographic region, including counties, CBSAs, and states.

3. Quality of life data by Albouy (2008)

� Table A.1. in http://davidalbouy.net/PDF/improvingqol.pdf

4. Amenities index (Natural amenities scale)

� https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/natural-amenities-scale/

5. 2000 housing wealth to total wages

� We calculate the housing wealth for each county by multiplying each county’s

median home value and total number of home owners from Census 2000. Then,

we divide it by 2000 QCEW total wages to calculate the housing wealth to wages

ratio.

6. Davidoff (2016) controls

� Fraction of the population that had education greater than or equal to 4 years of

college

� Fraction of the population that were born outside the U.S.

� “Bartik” measure that approximates local demand pressure based on national

industrial employment growth

� Density measure which is housing units divided by land area

� A geographical dummy variable, “Coastal” (metropolitan areas with at least one

county adjacent to the Pacific Ocean in California, Oregon, or Washington; or

stops on the Acela line)

� Replication files are available in the author’s webpage (https://sites.google.

com/site/tomdavidoff/)

7. Sensitivity to Aggregate Shocks

(a) Local sensitivity to monetary and financial shocks
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i. To calculate local sensitivity to monetary and financial shocks, we use quar-

terly QCEW employment data from 1990 through 2002. We separately regress

each county’s quarterly employment growth rate on monetary and excess

bond premium shocks. Then, we define the coefficients on the both shocks

from each county regression as the county’s sensitivity to monetary and fi-

nancial shocks.

ii. We use an identified monetary shock series constructed by Romer and Romer

(2004). excess bond premium shocks constructed by Gilchrist and Zakraǰsek

(2012).

(b) Local sensitivity to other macroeconomic shocks

i. We construct county-level 10-year growth employment rates (gi,t) using an-

nual QCEW employment data from 1988 through 2002. Then, we define a

normalized employment growth rate (gNi,t) as the deviation of gi,t from its aver-

age over time (ḡi), that is, gNi,t =
gi,t−ḡi
sd(gi)

, where sd(gi) is the standard deviation

of county i’s growth rate from its time average.

ii. We do a factor analysis using these county-level normalized employment

growth rates and use loadings of the three main factors for each county as

controls.

Appendix A.3. Industry Categorization

� Tradable sector:

– NAICS 11 Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting

– NAICS 21 Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction

– NAICS 31-33 Manufacturing

� Nontradable sector:

– NAICS 44-45 Retail trade

– NAICS 72 Accommodation and food services

� Construction sector:

– NAICS 23 Construction

– NAICS 53 Real estate and rental and leasing
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� High-skilled services sector:

– NAICS 51 Information

– NAICS 52 Finance and insurance

– NAICS 54 Professional and technical services

– NAICS 55 Management of companies and enterprises

– NAICS 56 Administrative and waste services

– NAICS 61 Educational services

– NAICS 62 Health care and social assistance

� Others:

– NAICS 22 Utilities

– NAICS 42 Wholesale trade

– NAICS 48-49 Transportation and warehousing

– NAICS 71 Arts, entertainment, and recreation

– NAICS 81 Other services, except public administration

– NAICS 92 Public administration

Appendix A.4. Panel VAR

The instrument we construct identifies the housing bubble as a large increase in house

prices during the 2002–05 period that cannot be attributed to fundamentals. Our approach

is to use the panel VAR with the Cholesky decomposition to identify a housing price shock

that is orthogonal to general business conditions in each county.

We first run a panel-VAR at the annual county level from 1975 through 2006 with Core-

Logic’s county-level house prices, QCEW employment (total and in construction), BEA

personal income per employee, the number of 15-64 population, and QCEW wages per em-

ployee in construction. We use three-year changes of those six variables in the panel-VAR

analysis. Notice that QCEW industry-level data are available in SIC from 1975 through

2000 and in NAICS from 1990 onward. We use construction employment and wages data

from 1975 through 1990 in SIC and from 2001 through 2006. Then we take an average

of employment and wages between SIC data and NAICS data from 1991 through 2000 to

construct historical data.

We use a STATA package pvar2 used in Fort et al. (2013). They modify a package pvar

developed by Abrigo and Love (2016). We use three lags for the panel-VAR estimation.
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We calculate the innovation for the house price index that is orthogonal to innovations to

these other variables. Finally, we designate as instruments for the 2006–09 housing crash, a

dummy variable for the orthogonalized house price residuals from 2002–05 that are in the

bottom tercile of the distribution.
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Appendix B. Appendix Tables and Figures

Appendix Table B.1: P-Value for J-Statistic

Dependent variable: 2002 2003 2004 2005 2007 2008 2009 2010

- Employment 0.59 0.90 0.66 0.72 0.03 0.56 0.19 0.54
- Wages per Employee 0.96 0.15 0.96 0.62 0.11 0.03 0.66 0.22

Dependent variable: 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

- Employment 0.28 0.34 0.24 0.30 0.24 0.41 0.21 0.61
- Wages per Employee 0.65 0.31 0.44 0.43 0.95 0.76 0.55 0.61

Notes: This table shows p-values for J-statistics for employment and wages per employee for each year
from our baseline specification. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior
trends for employment and wages per employee are the average growth rates in those variables from 1994–
98 and from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications.

Appendix Table B.2: First-Stage F-Statistic (Kleibergen and Paap F-statistic)

Second-Stage Dependent Variable: Second-Stage Dependent Variable:

Employment Wages Per Employee

Year (1) Both
Instru-
ments

(2) Housing
Elasticity

IV

(3) Panel
VAR Shock

IV

(4) Both
Instru-
ments

(5) Housing
Elasticity

IV

(6) Panel
VAR Shock

IV

2002 6.95 7.32 11.41 5.50 5.41 10.9
2003 6.55 3.77 12.39 7.59 3.68 14.99
2004 6.60 3.81 12.29 5.49 6.17 12.94
2005 6.61 4.42 12.38 5.85 3.93 11.47
2007 11.63 4.87 23.61 5.53 2.98 10.9
2008 6.60 5.03 12.45 6.29 7.36 11.41
2009 6.19 5.58 12.19 5.01 4.53 9.97
2010 7.97 6.50 13.69 5.53 3.64 10.98
2011 6.39 6.68 11.58 5.35 2.53 10.12
2012 8.73 6.77 15.02 5.44 3.39 10.86
2013 6.72 5.89 12.42 6.00 3.54 11.46
2014 8.64 6.32 14.65 5.44 3.38 10.76
2015 6.85 4.74 12.43 5.64 3.26 11.02
2016 8.47 6.24 14.44 5.56 3.00 10.99
2017 6.59 4.12 13.04 5.79 3.65 11.19
2018 8.13 6.34 13.99 5.43 2.93 10.51

Notes: This table shows first-stage F-statistics for employment and wages per employee regressions for
each year. First-stage regressions depend on pre-trend controls, which are different for different second-
stage dependent variables. Columns (1) and (4) are F-statistics from the baseline two instruments.
Columns (2) and (5) are from housing elasticity instrument and Columns (3) and (6) are from panel VAR
shocks instrument. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior trends for
employment and wages per employee are the average growth rates in those variables from 1994–98 and
from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications.
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Appendix Table B.3: First-Stage Regressions

Both Instruments

Second-Stage
Dependent Variable

(1) Coefficient
on Housing
Elasticity

(2) Coefficient
on Panel VAR

Shocks

(3) Housing
Elasticity IV

(4) Panel
VAR Shock

IV

Employment 0.024 0.032 0.024 0.034
(0.011) (0.008) (0.010) (0.009)

Wages Per Employee 0.020 0.033 0.022 0.034
(0.012) (0.010) (0.013) (0.010)

Notes: This table shows the first-stage regressions results for employment and wages per employee for
2018. First-stage regressions depend on pre-trend controls, which are different for different second-stage
dependent variables. Columns (1) and (2) shows the results using the baseline two instruments. Column
(3) shows the results using housing elasticity as an instrument and Column (4) shows the results using
panel VAR shocks as an instrument. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included.
Prior trends for employment and wages per employee are the average growth rates in those variables
from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all
specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are reported in parentheses.
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regressions. Blue lines are the results from sample period 1975–1999 and red lines are the results from
sample period 1975–2006. Dashed lines are 95% confidence intervals.

Appendix Figure B.1: Impulse Response Functions to HPI Shocks in the Panel-VAR
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Appendix Figure B.2: Forecast Error Variance Decomposition for HPI Shocks in the Panel-VAR
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Appendix Figure B.3: Impulse Response Functions to HPI Shocks with Different Variables in the Panel-VAR
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Appendix Figure B.4: Forecast Error Variance Decomposition of House Prices accounted by HPI shocks
with Different Variables in the Panel-VAR
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Notes: The figure plots the reduced-form regression results for employment and wages per employee.
Panels A and D reproduces Figure 2 in the paper, which use the baseline two instrument. Panels B
and E are the reduced-form results using only housing elasticity as an instrument. Panels C and F are
the reduced-form results using only panel VAR shocks as an instrument. Dashed lines are one standard
deviation confidence intervals. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior
trends for employment and wages per employee are the average growth rates in those variables from 1994–
98 and from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications.
Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals.

Appendix Figure B.5: Reduced-Form Regressions
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Notes: This figure shows the first-stage regressions results for employment and wages per employee for
each year. Panels A and D reproduces Figure 2 in the paper, which uses the baseline two instrument.
Panels B and E are the reduced-form results using only housing elasticity as an instrument. Panels C and
F are the reduced-form results using only panel-VAR shocks as an instrument. All control variables listed
in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior trends for employment and wages per employee are the average
growth rates in those variables from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of
households) are applied to all specifications. Dashed lines are one standard deviation confidence intervals.
Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals.

Appendix Figure B.6: First-Stage Regressions for Each Year
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of employment and wages per employee to the 2006–
09 housing shocks with different instruments. Panels A and D use the baseline instrumental variables
which are a dummy for upper tercile of housing elasticity and a dummy for lower tercile of panel VAR
orthogonalized shocks. Panels B and E use only the dummy for upper tercile of housing elasticity and
Panels C and F use only the dummy for lower tercile of panel VAR orthogonalized shocks. All control
variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior trends for employment and wages per employee
are the average growth rates in those variables from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the
number of households) are applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are
used to calculate the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics
and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions.

Appendix Figure B.7: Changes in Employment and Wages per Employee with Different Instruments
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of wages per employee to the 2006–09 housing shocks by
sectors. All the results are from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper
are included. Prior trends for sectoral wages per employee are the average growth rates in wages per
employee in each sector from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households)
are applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the
confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for
J-statistics are from 2018 regressions. See Appendix A.3 for the details of sectoral splits.

Appendix Figure B.8: Changes in Wages per Employee by Sector
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of GDP to the 2006–09 housing shocks by sectors. All the
results are from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior
trends for sectoral GDP are the average growth rates in GDP in each sector from 2002-2006. Sample
weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered
by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals.
F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions. See Appendix A.3 for the details of
sectoral splits.

Appendix Figure B.9: Changes in GDP by Sector
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of employment (Panels A and B) and wages per employee
(Panels C and D) to the 2006–09 housing shocks. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are
included. Three prior trends are included: the average growth rates in outcome variables from 1990–94,
1994–98, and 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications.
Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors
(clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence
intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions.

Appendix Figure B.10: Changes in Employment and Wages per Employee with 1990–1994 Prior Trends
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of total employment and wages per employee to the 2006–09
housing shocks with and without weightings instruments. Panels A and D apply sample weights by 2000
number of households. Panels B and E are results without weighting. Panels C and F apply sample
weights by 2000 15-64 population. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior
trends for employment and wages per employee are the average growth rates in those variables from 1994–
98 and from 1998–2002. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence
intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are
from 2018 regressions.

Appendix Figure B.11: Changes in Employment and Wages per Employee with and without Weighting
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of HPI-to-income ratio and debt-to-income ratio to the
2006–09 housing shocks with and without weightings instruments. Panels A and D apply sample weights
by 2000 number of households. Panels B and E are results without weighting. Panels C and F apply
sample weights by 2000 15-64 population. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included.
Prior trends for HPI-to-income ratio are the average growth rates from 1994–98 and from 1998–2002,
while prior trends for debt-to-income ratio are the average growth rate from 1999-2002. Robust standard
errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust
confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions

Appendix Figure B.12: Changes in HPI-to-Income and Debt-to-Income with and without Weighting
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of QCEW wages per employee at the county level (Panels
A and B) and hourly wages at PUMA level using adjusted ACS data (Panels C and D) to the 2006–09
housing shocks. The adjustment procedure for ACS data follows Beraja, Hurst and Ospina (2019) and
is described in Appendix A. The left columns are results from OLS estimations, and the right columns
are results from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included for
QCEW wages per employee regressions while we exclude a set of controls (prior trends, quality of life
index, natural amenities scale, and Davidoff (2016) controls) for the ACS wages regressions due to data
limitation. Prior trends for wages per employee are the average growth rates from 1994–98 and from
1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications. Robust
standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV
robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions.

Appendix Figure B.13: Changes in QCEW Wages per Employee and ACS Adjusted Hourly Wages
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of employment to the 2006–09 housing shocks by education
and age groups using ACS data at PUMA level. Panel A shows results from the group with less than
a college degree, while Panel B shows results from the group with a bachelor’s degree or more. Panel
C shows results from the group with ages 25-40, while Panel D shows results from the group with ages
from 41-55. All the results are from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper
are included, except for a set of controls (prior trends, quality of life index, natural amenities scale,
and Davidoff (2016) controls) due to data limitation. Sample weights (by the number of households)
are applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the
confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for
J-statistics are from 2018 regressions.

Appendix Figure B.14: Changes in ACS Employment by Education and Age Groups
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of ACS adjusted hourly wages to the 2006–09 housing shocks
by education and age groups. Panel A shows results from the group with less than a college degree, while
Panel B shows results from the group a with bachelor’s degree or more. Panel C shows results from the
group with ages 25-40, while Panel D shows results from the group with ages from 41-55. All the results
are from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included, except for a
set of controls (prior trends, quality of life index, natural amenities scale, and Davidoff (2016) controls)
due to data limitation. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all specifications.
Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals. Red lines are
weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions.

Appendix Figure B.15: Changes in ACS Hourly Wages by Education and Age Groups
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of employment (Panels A and B) and earnings per employee
(Panels C and D) to the 2006–09 housing shocks using QWI data. The left columns are results from OLS
estimations and the right columns are results from IV estimations. All the results are from IV estimations.
All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior trends are the average growth rates
in outcome variables from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all
specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals.
Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018
regressions.

Appendix Figure B.16: Changes in QWI Employment and Earnings per Employee by Year
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Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of employment to the 2006–09 housing shocks by workers’
age and education groups using QWI data. Panel A shows results from the group with a college degree
or less, while Panel B shows results from the group with more than a bachelor’s degree. Panel C shows
results from the group with ages 15-44 while Panel D shows results from the group of ages 45-plus. Panel
E shows results from the group of males, and Panel F shows results from the group of females. All the
results are from IV estimations. All control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior
trends are the average growth rates in outcome variables from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number
of households) are applied to all specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to
calculate the confidence intervals. Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and
p-values for J-statistics are from 2018 regressions.

Appendix Figure B.17: Changes in QWI Employment by Education and Age Groups
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F−statistic =  4.28

p−value of J stat. =  0.07

Observations =  323−1
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Panel D: QWI Earnings per Employee (Age 45−)

F−statistic =  3.89

p−value of J stat. =  0.23

Observations =  323−1
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Panel E: QWI Earnings per Employee (Male)

F−statistic =  4.77

p−value of J stat. =  0.23

Observations =  323−1
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Panel F: QWI Earnings per Employee (Female)

Notes: The figure plots the impulse responses of earnings per employee to the 2006–09 housing shocks by
workers’ age and education groups using QWI data. Panel A shows results from the group with a college
degree or less, while Panel B shows results from the group with more than a bachelor’s degree. Panel C
shows results from the group with ages 15-44 while Panel D shows results from the group of ages 45-plus.
Panel E shows results from the group of males, and Panel F shows results from the group of females. All
control variables listed in Table 1 in the paper are included. Prior trends are the average growth rates
in outcome variables from 1998–2002. Sample weights (by the number of households) are applied to all
specifications. Robust standard errors (clustered by state) are used to calculate the confidence intervals.
Red lines are weak IV robust confidence intervals. F-statistics and p-values for J-statistics are from 2018
regressions.

Appendix Figure B.18: Changes in QWI Earnings per Employee by Education and Age Groups
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